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This years mother-daughter interior trip had to be changed from what we normally do, due to a 
fall early in August in which I broke both my elbows. The bones broke lengthwise, so no cast, 
and I had the luck that the doctor decided I should use my arms as much as possible to help the
muscles that were torn, heal. So we went ahead with planning a 7 day canoe trip starting on the 
Labour Day long weekend for me,  3 days later for my daughter.

As I was unsure as to how well I could paddle we made easy to change plans if necessary on 
the spot.

I booked a few days into Canisbay paddle in, so easy access to sites and no portaging, for a few
solo days and then I would meet up with Joyce at Opeongo. We had the water taxi booked and 
it would take us to the east arm, where we booked into Annie Bay for 4 days. On such a trip we 
would be able to take extras in fresh foods, and other luxuries we do not normally carry and 
paddle (or not) as we pleased. According to Joyce this was 'glamping'.

The drive up was very wet. At the west gate the clouds were hanging thick between the trees, 
and traffic was slow. I could see an open roofed, classic car pulling out of the west gate parking 
lot onto the road a ways ahead of me. He proceeded to drive at 40 km an hour, in the pouring 
rain, the man getting soaked. It was busy with cars leaving the park and there was no 
opportunity with the long line of cars behind him that I could pass, so it took aggravatingly long 
to get to the parking lot of Canisbay. Once there I noticed many cars parked in the lot, although 
it wasn’t supposed to be all that busy. 

As soon as I opened my door it stopped raining thankfully, and many other car doors opened up
to reveal a large group of beautifully dressed people, some in white and on high heels. It turned 
out to be a celebration involving a picnic, although it was muddy and very wet everywhere. Soon
the families came to see what I was doing and the children asking many questions as what I 
was loading into the canoe and could I swim.  I enjoyed explaining  it, the  kids  seemed to think 
I was setting myself up to get eaten by wild animals. Never have I had such a wave-out when I 
paddled away. 

Paddling the solo canoe was doable but not pain-free.It soon became clear that many campsites
had been left in a hurry, there were full bags of campfire wood on several sites, and no one 
around, contrary to what the bookings had shown. I've never been to Canisbay so I took my 
time paddling around checking sites and found the last site on the top of the lake across from 
the portage an appealing one and went to set up there.



Campsite at the top of Canisbay Lake

A bit of a rooty climb to the top of the site.



But a lovely view over Canisbay Lake

It was difficult to see from the water, as it had quite the slope up. But it actually had room for at 
least 2-3 tents. The landing was rooty, but had a sand bottom and would be a bit of a beach in 
lower water.
  
There was lots of room for tents, especially a bit back into the site. 

The site turned out to have sun all day if you moved around the site with it. The next couple of 
days I spent relaxing, paddling and at one point trying to hike the portage to Polly. But it was so 
muddy and slippery that I gave up.  The last thing I needed was to jump from slippery rock to 
slippery rock and fall and break more bones than I already had. Having a picnic table was great,
but its not especially something I go looking for. 



A beautiful start to the morning on Canisbay

Portage to Polly



More of the portage to Polly

It was warm for the few days I was there, but of course it started to rain through Tuesday night. 
Having to meet Joyce Wednesday morning, I had to pack up soak and wet.

We were to be at the water-taxi at 2 pm, and we were there in plenty of time. We checked in 
with the permit office just in case, saw bags of firewood and decided to take one with us as it 
wasn’t that far of a paddle from the east arm to Annie Bay. Glamping indeed!
 
The taxi left right on time and we were in for a windy and bumpy cool ride. What we didn’t know 
was that the taxi would bring us right into Annie Bay, not the portage to the Dickson Bonfield 
Portage. 

To our surprise the taxi went through the narrows separating the east arm from Annie Bay and 
started cruising along the campsites to see if there was a nice one empty. There was! A very 
large, red pine studded point side about halfway into Annie Bay. There was a beach site too in 
Annie bay, but it was taken. 

The taxi pulled up to the point site, we liked what we saw, unloaded and waved a grateful 
goodbye to the young man. What a service! Never in our wildest dreams did we think of getting 
dropped off. 

The place was spacious! And unfortunately quite open to the wind, although the weather 
forecast had predicted a couple of cool nights and a cool day, we liked it enough to stay and set 
up. 



Our campsite



We wouldn't have any sun in the morning, as we were on the west side of the lake. However, a 
few breaks in the treetops proved that by 10.00 am some sun would come through. You could 
see the lake from 3 sides, the back of the site had lots of shrubs and trees and would break the 
wind if it blew from that way.

There wasn’t any seating at the firepit, but we created some from stones, as there was plenty of 
those around and settled in to enjoy.

No sooner did Joyce have her tent up, walked over to me where I was setting up to ask 
something, and then walked back, than a whole lot of angry erupted from her. Turned out this 
site had a marauding herd of very aggressive 'camp rats' running around and they had chewed 
a 2” hole in her inner tent in a matter of a few minutes. 

In no time chirping squirrels were pelting us with pine cones out of the trees. And the chipmunks
climbed right up on your legs, dove into the fire pit and took off with anything that wasn’t nailed 
down. As kitchen and food bag we use a heavy-duty rubber seal bag, which thankfully stymied 
the animal attacks. But wow!

On all the mornings, when we first got up, we had to dodge the pine cones being chucked down 
on us. The little monsters.

On Thursday we decided to go on a paddle, to see what the other campsites past us looked like 
and to go towards the Opeongo River. It was cool but sunny. We noticed red sand beaches 
close to us, with no campsites, and decided that if the weather would allow we’d go for a swim.

It was a lovely paddle to the first portage into the Opeongo River. The portage was short and 
easy .. just to go around a dam. We got back into the canoe and floated with the river current to 
the next portage .. a 1240m, which had lost its sign, but the path was easy to spot. It was a very 
scenic paddle.



A short very muddy path led up to an old road and we followed it until we came to a swamp that 
recently must have been damned by beavers. The water coming over created a small stream, 
which was the portage trail. Joyce carried on a bit further, as she had on neoprene booties with 
soles. But my hikers would get full if I tried.

The road became overgrown and then only a path. And there was mud. Soooo much mud .
Lots of mushrooms to be found and no people whatsoever anywhere.



We paddled back the same way we came. It was time to sit and have a coffee and relax and 
enjoy the setting sun.

As we were looking over the lake with coffees in hand, a small motorboat pulled up to our site 
with several young people. They were of the understanding that we were occupying “their site”. 
Obviously they were new to Algonquin, but we explained that no, you book the lake, the number
is the lake number not the site number. They were none too sure about this, but one caught on 
and after a bit more of a chat they moved on happily and thanked us for the help. This was to 
change for the worse later on in the week.

We had a beautiful sunset to enjoy, and dropping temperatures. So a roaring fire was had and 
we were wearing just about everything we had.  It really got cold overnight and a hard blowing 
north wind felt like it was able to cut glass the next morning. Thankfully we both have sleeping 
bags that go to -15C and it kept us toasty. Both of us slept great. 



Getting up in the morning, it was only 4 C. A summer campsite is a big risk in September. But 
we knew that and did it anyway, so no complaining.

It felt cold enough to snow. So we made plans to go out for the whole day, to stay warm, and 
explore. My elbows were holding up although sore at night. So we had a hot breakfast behind 
the tarp we had set up to block the wind. We planned to cross Annie Bay to the east side, 
paddle along the sites, through the narrows into the east arm, and go to the Dixon Bonfield 
landing, portage the canoe to Wrights lake and paddle it and if time left over, hike part of the 
long portage to Dickson Lake.

We paddled on to the portage and just as we landed, a water taxi came roaring up .. spilling a 
family with kids, grand parents, parents and a mountain of equipment.



There was no one camping between the pines at the beach. The family took some time to get 
organized and then went towards the Wrights Lake portage. We had decided by then to hike for 
a while on the Dickson portage and not paddle Wrights lake, not wanting to crowd the family.  
We did and came across a lovely sight crossing a small bridge. The portage is an old road and 
easy to follow.

Crossing the bridge on the trail

There is one campsite located on Wrights Lake and we decided we’d like to see it. The portage 
goes right by it. As we approached the site, the large family from the beach was approaching in 
their canoes  too. We had a couple of minutes to look at the small dark site, it was very very 
uneven with a spot for a small tent. 
We hoped they didn’t have a large 8 person one because it wasn’t going to fit. The family looked
around forlornly at the small site. I could see that they may have to set up on the portage road 
itself, as that was about as flat as it got.



Back at our site we had a lovely evening in the sun and enjoyed it tremendously. 

Having picked up lots of driftwood, we had a great fire.



Saturday morning we decided to paddle around Annie Bay and look at some of the campsites a 
bit closer. But there was this small problem. Annie Bay was showing white caps in the middle. A 
hard wind was blowing, creating waves at an angle towards our site. Crossing that with no load 
in the canoe other than ourselves, was at best a real challenge and at worst stupid. So we 
waited a bit yet, but the wind would not calm down. So crossing with the waves directly onto the 
bow would be a longer distance to cross but we thought it would be better to handle the 
headwind straight on. It wasn’t terribly far and if we went over it would be swimable to the edge 
of the lake although dressed in the amount of clothes we were wearing would be a real 
challenge. But at least the water was reasonably warm. 

Strapped in life jackets, lunch with us, we spent a good half hour battling wind and waves and 
getting thrown around to get across. But we made it. We turned the canoe to head up towards 
the narrows. Paddling up the calm side was actually quite enjoyable.

Coming into the East Arm and now with the winds diminishing, we decided to have a look at 
Pine Island as well. We could see from a distance that one site was open. We stopped there to 
have lunch out of the wind and in the sun, although I don’t think that site gets more than an hour
of sun in a day, it’s so enclosed. The best part of that site? The small meadow where the 
thunder-box was located, totally in full sun most of the day!

We paddled on towards the east arm to have a closer look at some of the empty campsites. 
This one was just great, just to the south of Wright Lake portage in a bit of a bay. There are 
several fantastic sites located there.

Site south of Wright Lake portage



As we paddled into Annie Bay we knew there was a site in a large bay on the west side,. As luck
would have it, the water taxi had just picked up the campers that were there. So we decided to 
go and check it out.  It was just WOW!  A very large site, very protected from the winds with  
enough room for a half dozen tents, although a bit “slopey” here and there. And a beach all to 
yourself.

As it was by now wonderfully warm weather, we spent some time enjoying ourselves there 
before paddling home for coffee. I'm sure this site is high on the most wanted list in Annie Bay.

The best site on Annie Bay



Any other sites we had seen couldn’t hold a candle to this one. Many of the sites on the east  
shore of Annie Bay were small, dark, and very closed in.

We were just enjoying our coffee after dinner on our own site, when we noticed a canoe 
wiggling its way towards us, switching paddles from side to side constantly .. inexperienced 
paddlers. Thinking they may be going towards the sites just past us, we watched them, but they 
set course for us. We are always willing to help, so when they pulled up on the gravel bar at our 
site we were taken aback when an angry young lady announced that we were on “their site”. 
They had reserved it!

Again, Joyce explained that this was not site 203, and no you couldn’t reserve it. But before she 
could get in another word, the young lady unleashed a temper tantrum of epic size!  She was 
not to be told otherwise, she knew she was right and we were impostors. The young man 
seemed to have taken Joyce's words in but didn’t say much. It was getting later in the evening.  
We asked would they like us to point out the other 4 open sites on Annie Bay, including the 
lovely beach site about 10 minutes away. She didn’t want anything to do with it.

If the lake had been full, we would have offered to share our very large site. But this was not 
happening today, not with that attitude! We hoped the young ladies unprovoked lashing-out at 
us was due to tiredness and hunger. I guess “hangry” would be a good way to describe it. Her 
day had not gone as hoped for .. with the much longer then anticipated paddle and then finding 
the campsite she thought she had booked occupied.

Joyce's last words to them was to please go to the permit office on their way out to ask for 
clarification of how back country booking works. They’ll be in for a rude awakening. They angrily
paddled away, the young lady still yelling at us.

Afterwards, I was thinking about the whole episode. Never have I dealt with an adult having 
such a hissy-fit! However, our main concern was although that they had paddled up all the way 
from the access point on quite a windy day, they were not wearing life-jackets. Nor did they 
have them in the canoe. Yikes!!

Sunday morning came too quickly. We had to return to our normal lives, and of course it was 
cold, raining and quite windy. The water taxi came a little early, again right to our site to pick us 
up, which had us grinning from ear to ear. The ride back was cold, very wet and fast. Another 
trip done. An easier one then in the past, but I was happy I could paddle at all, and it was nice to
have some extras along with us.

 

Drying everything out at home


